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project 
specification

skills 
required

Create a new visual identity and logo for Forum for Adult Learning Northern Ireland 
(FALNI). Develop a responsive website with a home page showcasing the work of 
the group, testimonials of Adult Learners, upcoming events, and current research. 
Include links to other affiliated organisations, including EPALE, AONTAS, Learning & 
Work Institute and funders/sponsors. Include portfolio of designs for a range of 
media outputs including publicity materials and merchandise. Include brand style 
guidelines for the web site Administrator.

WordPress, HTML, CSS, Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator.

TIME LOGGING

THE MODULE

Benchmarking


Class time


Client meetings


Design work


Website development


Production log


Research


Team meetings

4 Hours, 12 Minutes


3 Hours, 30 Minutes


18 Hours, 48 Minutes


32 Hours, 26 Minutes


20 Hours, 23 Minutes


35 Hours, 4 Minutes


12 Hours, 37 Minutes


23 Hours, 10 Minutes
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MATTHEW WATT NATHAN REDPATH
During this project, I am focusing on the web portion of the project. This 
will involve me creating the WordPress website along with designing the 
general UI/UX flow of the website as this is my specialty.

Nathan’s forte is creating visually appealing branding and design for 
print projects, so on this project, Nathan will be the one taking a lead on 
print production and branding guidelines.

THE TEAM
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BACKGROUND
The Forum for Adult Learning NI (FALNI) was formed in 2010 by a small number of 
regional organisations concerned with the lack of a cohesive voice for those 
working in the field of adult learning. From the beginning it was cross-sectoral with 
members from statutory, voluntary, and community sectors and trade unions.



In more recent years, thanks to its involvement in the delivery of the UK’s 
programme under the European Agenda for Adult Learning (EAAL), its activities 
and membership have greatly expanded. Through EAAL FALNI is linked with 
Learning and Work Institute (which manages the UK EAAL programme), Scotland's 
Learning Partnership and AONTAS.



Since 2015 FALNI, under banner of the NI Impact Forum for Adult Learning and 
supported with EAAL funds, has delivered regular seminars and webinars and an 
annual conference. It is also making responses to key consultations and building 
links with government.



It has made contributions to the UK’s EAAL reports (insert link to 
Reports/Resources section), such as its Healthy, Wealthy & Wise report (2017). In 
2020, in partnership with Belfast Learning City, it produced a report on Adult 
Learning and Health and Wellbeing.



FALNI is part of NALAB (Network of Adult Learning across Borders) which links 
national agencies for adult learning across the UK and Ireland.

FORUM FOR 
ADULT LEARNING
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FALNI’s PURPOSE IS THREEFOLD

INFORM
to gather and share information relevant to 
stakeholders in adult learning in Northern Ireland

ADVOCATE
to use this information as evidence to advance 
the cause of adult learning with key policymakers

COLLABORATE
build a network of stakeholders in adult learning 
from across all sectors in Northern Ireland and to 
collaborate with partners in the UK and Ireland.

AIMS OF THE 
PROJECT
FALNI’s main aim is to develop an improved online presence, primarily in the form of 
a website with the purpose of having a collective space for their work. Furthermore, 
FALNI want to have more impact with their branding and a more consistent look 
with presence in web, print and merchandising. Currently the main avenue for 
FALNI’s communication is Twitter.
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INTRODUCTION
For the benchmarking section of the project which we performed for the pitch 
document, I took a lead on the web benchmarking using techniques and looking for 
things I have found from experience working on large websites for commercial and 
the public sector. Nathan took the lead on performing branding and visual 
benchmarking as he has the most experience in that field. I took multiple factors 
such as design, user experience, accessibility, frontend technologies and search 
engine optimisation (SEO) into account. The results of which are found on the next 
page.

BENCHMARKING
11 12



AONTAS
https://aontas.com

“AONTAS” site featured a contemporary design but suffered from being very 
cluttered with poor accessibility as the colours did not meet colour contrast 
guidelines. The site was not easy to use for keyboard users or those with screen 
readers, a pattern which sadly continues onto many of the other sites. This shows in 
the score which resulted as a 1, which leaves it as the 2nd lowest result of the bunch.

Modern but clutteredModern Design

Identifiable Target Audience In the jumbotron

Identifiable Chief

Aim

In the jumbotron

NoGood use of semantic HTML

Appropriate use of ARIA

HTML lang matches content

Lighthouse accessibility score

WAVE errors

WAVE contrast errors

WAVE alerts

No

Yes

58

51

61

48

Images have valid alt text

Valid sitemap.xml

Valid robots.txt

Valid canonical links

404 Page

Correct HTTP status codes

Follows schema.org standards 
for rich SEO embeds

Lighthouse SEO score

No

No

No

N/A

Redirects to homepage

Yes

Yes

78

1

+10-1

High Quality Imagery
One image on the homepage 
is not

Responsive

Uses HTTPS

Yes

Yes

Menu Format

Menu Position

Scroll to top button?

Breadcrumbs

Hover dropdowns

Top, links right aligned

No

No

Means of getting in contact

Links to social media

Cookie Policy

Privacy Policy

Contact link in Navigation

Footer

Popup at bottom right with no 
links

Footer

Load time

Email subscription

Internationalisation (i18n)

Lighthouse performance 
score

0.8s

No

No

96

Search?

Type of Search

Yes

Search icon that expands into 
a search box

Content Management System

Analytics/Tracking

RSVP Events/Bookings

Security Vulnerabilities?

Lighthouse Best Practices 
score

2cubed

Google Analytics

Links to EventBrite

jQuery@1.11

Bootstrap@3.3.7

77

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

search

look and feel

functionality

technical

accessibility

navigation

seo

content

OVERALL SCORE
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Learning and work INSTITUTE
https://learningandwork.org.uk

 “L&W” was the top scorer with a score of 24. This is because it had excellent 
accessibility and SEO and had a clean and simple design with the principal message 
clear on the homepage. The biggest issue we found with the site however was it’s 
lack of cookie message and seeing as it is using Google Analytics which tracks the 
user via cookies, these fall under the use of non-essential cookies under the EU 
cookie law. 

Clean and simpleModern Design

Identifiable Target Audience
Explained through filters at 
the top

Identifiable Chief

Aim

Explained through filters at 
the top

YesGood use of semantic HTML

Appropriate use of ARIA

HTML lang matches content

Lighthouse accessibility score

WAVE errors

WAVE contrast errors

WAVE alerts

Yes

Yes

60

24

3

3

Images have valid alt text

Valid sitemap.xml

Valid robots.txt

Valid canonical links

404 Page

Correct HTTP status codes

Follows schema.org standards 
for rich SEO embeds

Lighthouse SEO score

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

82

24

+10-1

High Quality Imagery Yes

Responsive

Uses HTTPS

Yes

Yes

Menu Format

Menu Position

Scroll to top button?

Breadcrumbs

Buttons that turn into a hamburger 
when scrolling down the page

Top, links right aligned

No

Yes

Means of getting in contact

Links to social media

Cookie Policy

Privacy Policy

Just an email at the bottom

In the navigation bar

Cookie statement in small text at 
the bottom but no heads up to the 
visitor

Yes but very small text at the 
bottom of the website

Load time

Email subscription

Internationalisation (i18n)

Lighthouse performance 
score

1.5s

Yes

No

93

Search?

Type of Search

Yes

Search icon that brings up a 
modal

Content Management System

Analytics/Tracking

RSVP Events/Bookings

Security Vulnerabilities?

Lighthouse Best Practices 
score

WordPress

Active Campaign and Google 
Analytics

Yes

Lodash@4.17.15

77

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

search

look and feel

functionality

technical

accessibility

navigation

seo

content

OVERALL SCORE

15 16



SCOTLAND’s LEARNING PARTNERSHIP
http://scotlandslearning.org.uk

“SLP” scored the lowest with a score of -18 as the website is very dated and 
therefore would not meet the guidelines for modern, responsive, and accessible 
web applications. The content was not clear, the events page did not work for past 
events, a buggy navigation menu, and a complete lack of SEO and accessibility 
optimisations. The biggest sin, like the former, is the lack of not just a cookie 
statement but a privacy statement. While we could not find any trackers being used 
on the site, since there is login/ sign in functionality, they would legally need to give 
a privacy statement to meet GDPR laws as they would be capturing user data. 

Looks very datedModern Design

Identifiable Target Audience
Implied through content but 
not explicitly mentioned

Identifiable Chief

Aim

Implied through content but 
not explicitly mentioned

NoGood use of semantic HTML

Appropriate use of ARIA

HTML lang matches content

Lighthouse accessibility score

WAVE errors

WAVE contrast errors

WAVE alerts

No

Yes

67

8

8

2

Images have valid alt text

Valid sitemap.xml

Valid robots.txt

Valid canonical links

404 Page

Correct HTTP status codes

Follows schema.org standards 
for rich SEO embeds

Lighthouse SEO score

No

No

No

N/A

Redirects to homepage

No

No

60

-18

+10-1

High Quality Imagery
Some imagery looks too 
compressed

Responsive

Uses HTTPS

No

No

Menu Format

Menu Position

Scroll to top button?

Breadcrumbs

Static with hover dropdowns.

Dropdown is a bit buggy

Top, links right aligned

No

No

Means of getting in contact

Links to social media

Cookie Policy

Privacy Policy

Contact us button in

Navigation

No

No

No

Load time

Email subscription

Internationalisation (i18n)

Lighthouse performance 
score

0.7s

No

No

88

Search?

Type of Search

Yes

Search box at the top right

Content Management System

Analytics/Tracking

RSVP Events/Bookings

Security Vulnerabilities?

Lighthouse Best Practices 
score

ExpressionEngine

No

Events are broken

jQuery@1.7.2

jQuery UI@1.8.18

85

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

search

look and feel

functionality

technical

accessibility

navigation

seo

content

OVERALL SCORE

17 18



IMAGINABLE FUTURES
https://imaginablefutures.com

“Imaginable Futures” while not scoring the best, 12, was probably our favourite 
website of the bunch, visually and content-wise. The accessibility score overall let 
the site down. Like “Learning and Work UK”, it was using trackers without providing 
a cookie statement. The 2 second loading time also did not help and could be 
decreased. 

Clean and consistent designModern Design

Identifiable Target Audience In the jumbotron

Identifiable Chief

Aim

In the jumbotron

NoGood use of semantic HTML

Appropriate use of ARIA

HTML lang matches content

Lighthouse accessibility score

WAVE errors

WAVE contrast errors

WAVE alerts

No

Yes

68

14

45

13

Images have valid alt text

Valid sitemap.xml

Valid robots.txt

Valid canonical links

404 Page

Correct HTTP status codes

Follows schema.org standards 
for rich SEO embeds

Lighthouse SEO score

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

78

12

+10-1

High Quality Imagery Yes

Responsive

Uses HTTPS

Yes

Yes

Menu Format

Menu Position

Scroll to top button?

Breadcrumbs

Hover dropdowns

Top, links spread out across 
the width of the screen

No

Yes

Means of getting in contact

Links to social media

Cookie Policy

Privacy Policy

Just and email at the bottom

Footer

No cookie statement available yet 
Google analytics trackers are being 
used

Yes

Load time

Email subscription

Internationalisation (i18n)

Lighthouse performance 
score

2s

No

No

74

Search?

Type of Search

Yes

Search icon that expands into 
a search modal

Content Management System

Analytics/Tracking

RSVP Events/Bookings

Security Vulnerabilities?

Lighthouse Best Practices 
score

N/A

Active Campaign and Google 
Analytics

N/A

jQuery@3.4.1

69

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

search

look and feel

functionality

technical

accessibility

navigation

seo

content

OVERALL SCORE

19 20



ADULT LEARNING AUSTRALIA
https://ala.asn.au

“ALA”, our foreign example, came in at 3rd place with a score of 10, the lack of 
cookie statement like the previous and easily accessible contact details prevented 
the site from scoring as well as the previous site. This site also suffered from the 
same load times as the previous site, but we can forgive this as we are connecting 
to a server on the other side of the world.

Not very modern but cleanModern Design

Identifiable Target Audience
Explained through carousel 
slides

Identifiable Chief

Aim

Explained through carousel 
slides

NoGood use of semantic HTML

Appropriate use of ARIA

HTML lang matches content

Lighthouse accessibility score

WAVE errors

WAVE contrast errors

WAVE alerts

Yes

en-US instead of en-AU

74

15

7

26

Images have valid alt text

Valid sitemap.xml

Valid robots.txt

Valid canonical links

404 Page

Correct HTTP status codes

Follows schema.org standards 
for rich SEO embeds

Lighthouse SEO score

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

91

10

+10-1

High Quality Imagery Yes

Responsive

Uses HTTPS

Yes

Yes

Menu Format

Menu Position

Scroll to top button?

Breadcrumbs

Hover dropdowns

Top, links spread out across 
the width of the screen

No

No

Means of getting in contact

Links to social media

Cookie Policy

Privacy Policy

Contact details under the 
about us tab

In the navigation bar

No cookie statement available 
yet Google Analytics trackers are 
being used

Yes

Load time

Email subscription

Internationalisation (i18n)

Lighthouse performance 
score

2s

No

No

54

Search?

Type of Search

Yes

Search box at the top right

Content Management System

Analytics/Tracking

RSVP Events/Bookings

Security Vulnerabilities?

Lighthouse Best Practices 
score

WordPress

Google Analytics and Tag 
manager

Yes

jQuery@1.12.4

jQuery UI@1.11.4

77

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

search

look and feel

functionality

technical

accessibility

navigation

seo

content

OVERALL SCORE

21 22



CONCLUSION
After conducting the audit of several related websites, we have concluded what 
should be prioritised and what should be of low priority. It is clear from the overall 
scoring that “Learning and Work UK” and “Imaginable Futures” are the best scoring 
websites in the benchmarking. They both have clear and concise modern design 
that gets the point across very clearly and have the best accessibility for users with 
impaired vision or motor skills. 



We concluded that accessibility is very important, simple tasks like adding alt text 
will make the site much more accessible. This is also important as the site is aimed 
at the public sector and more specifically adult learners. In addition, we found that 
internationalisation is not important as none of the sites we audited were 
multi-lingual. 



The best performing websites had the best SEO, and this will be especially 
important to focus on as FALNI is a relatively new organisation and having good 
SEO will help immensely in getting new users onto the site. We found that scroll to 
the top buttons were unnecessary as none of the sites used them. 



Having events on the frontpage and easily accessible made it easier to find 
important information and made it less frustrating to browse a lot of the site to find 
something which should be front and centre. This is also something that has been 
discussed as being one of the key points for the website; having a place where 
people/members can find out when events are happening from a single source. 

23 24



We were given three weeks from our introduction to the project to allow our team 
to prepare for the brief. The following are notes from our first client meeting that 
allowed us to summarise what was essential to the rebrand.

THE BRIEF

NOTES FROM THE 
FIRST MEETING

ATTENDANCE

DATE
29th September 2020

Colin, Claire, Nathan, and Matthew

INITIAL AGREED DELIVERABLES

INITIAL AGREED DELIVERABLES

•	Design and implementation of new websites

•	Website Domain

•	A visual rebranding proposal.

•	Visual merchandising proposals e.g., pop-up banners

Accessible

“FALNI want to be accessible to all adult learners and organisations within the adult 
learning industry”

Inclusive

“FALNI do not want to exclude any organisations who provide adult learning and 
understand it comes in multiple forms”

Equitable / Impartial

“FALNI want to be fair towards all those involved and treat them equally”

25 26



KEY POINTS

- The Forum for Adult Learning, Northern Ireland

Learning for adults is transformative, contributing to 
social justice, building social capital, and enabling all 
members of our community to bring about and shape 
change in their lives, the lives of their families and 
communities and society as a whole.

 


FALNI currently have very minimal in terms of branding or web presence and have 
primarily using twitter as their online voice. Through our skills, they want to expand 
on their web presence and provide a central location for their information. The 
outlines FALNI expect from this project are as follows:



•	To be considered a visually attractive voice within the industry

•	An attractive, accessible, inclusive, and equitable branding of FALNI

•	An effective site where FALNI can host information, events, and photos.

27 28
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BRIEF FEEDBACK
Overall, the feedback from the brief was good. We got much praise for the analysis 
we made of other websites which would influence the way we took on-board FALNI. 
Colin was in full agreement that the brief was interesting, attractive, and accessible, 
which was one of the words that he used to describe FALNI, so that was a win for us.



Colin also pointed out some things that we could have made better. One being the 
use of our specialist terms and acronyms. This is something in future briefs we 
should either use more general terms or put in the extra effort to detail what these 
terms mean and why they are important. Another thing was that our understanding 
of FALNI’s target audience was not what we thought it was, that being FALNI is 
more geared towards organisations that fund/provide adult learning, rather than 
the adult learners themselves.

37 38



RESEARCH AND 
DESIGN

When researching into different designs, I went to different websites like “Dribbble” 
to see what the latest trends in digital design was. The following is a scrapbook of 
sorts which shows the different designs, colour schemes, fonts etc. that I was 
inspired by to create the designs that follow

Overpass, Bold

Roboto, Bold

Raleway, Bold

Poppins, Bold

Palaquin Dark, Regular

Oxygen, Bold

RESEARCH

Forum for

Adult Learning
Forum for

Adult Learning
Forum for

Adult Learning
Forum for

Adult Learning
Forum for

Adult Learning
Forum for

Adult Learning
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Overpass, Black

Roboto, Bold

Raleway, Bold

Poppins, Bold

Palaquin Dark, Regular

Oxygen, Bold

Forum for

Adult Learning
Forum for

Adult Learning
Forum for

Adult Learning
Forum for

Adult Learning

Forum for

Adult Learning
Forum for

Adult Learning

https://dribbble.com/shots/14781796-Nested-modern-gradient-logo-design

https://dribbble.com/shots/9807680-Stripe-Landing-Page-Neomorphism41 42



https://dribbble.com/shots/10154541-Nutracheck-Website-Redesign

https://dribbble.com/shots/14563491-Brandbook43 44



Forum for

Adult Learning
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DESIGN 1 - 
HONEYCOMB
This design is based on the idea of a honeycomb linking together, but instead with 
triangles as it could form more symmetric shapes. Right-angled triangles are 
squares/rectangles but cut in half, therefore combining two together could form 
visually appealing straight lines which are found in lettering. Simply limiting to 
squares or otherwise would remove the ability to perform curves or angled lines 
with the lettering. 



I ultimately decided not to take forward this design to the pitch due to realisations 
further down the creative process. I found that the design was very hard to scale 
correctly to look visually appealing or recognisable. This was found especially in 
icons and when creating the logo for the website. The distance between shapes 
could not stay consistent and at smaller sizes could become basically invisible. 
Combine this, the tedious nature of creating the different shapes, inconsistencies in 
sizes due to different letters needing different spacing considerations, and being 
limited by the geometry of the shapes; this therefore would not be able to scale and 
certainly would not be something that could also be handed over without extensive 
documentation.
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FORUM FOR

ADULT LEARNING

FORUM FOR

ADULT LEARNING

FORUM FOR

ADULT LEARNING

northern ireland

FORUM FOR

ADULT LEARNING
northern ireland
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DESIGN 2 - 
TRIANGLES
The first design that I followed up on creating more full designs and mock-ups for, 
and eventually brought to the pitch is codenamed “Triangles”. This idea initially 
spawned from the “Honeycomb” idea because as previously mentioned, I didn’t like 
how the logo scaled at smaller sizes. I ultimately took that idea and stripped it down 
into it’s barest form, which is just triangles and their resemblance when pieced 
together to form a letter. 



The triangles in this logo are supposed to represent an “F” in it’s barest form. It can 
also represent arrows moving forward, which we later learned to be something that 
FALNI were very insistent on using as it signifies progress. This can also be seen in 
the alternate version where the triangles form what vaguely resembles an “AL” 
which stands for adult learners.
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Black

#22252B

White

#FFFFFF

Purple

#8348CE

Dark Purple

#492479

Blue

#4D7CF3
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DESIGN 3 - 
RIBBONS
The final design is the second design that I submitted full designs with mock-ups for 
and brought to the pitch. This idea slightly stems from some work done on the 
original design experiments, but for the most part, I was inspired by how JetBrains 
brands their products with a similar ribbon, only slightly different. The idea with the 
ribbons is that they can also be formed into different letters like the previous 
designs, however this design ultimately ended up being one of my favourites due to 
it’s ability to easily incorporate the design into the web design and use it as a guide 
throughout the web design to emphasise the idea of a journey that the learner 
performs.

INSPIRATION
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Black

#22252B

White

#FFFFFF

Orange

#8348CE

Red

#D9042B

Yellow

#F2B705
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THE PITCH

ATTENDANCE

DATE
5th November 2020

Claire, Colin, Trevor, Sandra, Nathan, and Matthew

Presentation

FEEDBACK

The meeting was conducted over Microsoft Teams. In this meeting we each 
presented our two designs, what they meant, and why we concluded to use them. 
We created the designs and the pitch decks in Figma by creating a 1920px-wide 
canvas with the height scalable. This meant we could scroll down the pitch and have 
a seamless experience, especially during the web portion as it would be easy to 
demonstrate and would not be limited by the size of pages etc. This also allowed the 
clients to be able to discuss the designs and meant for easy flicking between 
designs to be able to compare.

“Triangles” was the favourite of the ones that I picked. They liked the colours that I 
picked as to them it seemed to represent FALNI the best due to the colour scheme 
not being too cold. Another thing they liked was the triangles pointing to the right 
which signified “moving forward” to them. A general theme we found was that my 
website designs were my strong suit and Nathan’s graphic designs for mock-ups 
were better, so this was the case in the final designs where we could synergise in 
our chosen areas.



“Ribbons” was not as favourited by the majority, but Trevor seemed to take a liking 
to it. However, my favourite part about the designs, the website, seemed to be the 
agreed consensus that it was the best-looking website visually as they liked how 
the ribbon took the user on a journey down the page and carried them through the 
site, again building mental imagery and drawing parallels to FALNI’s message.

75 76



CHOSEN DESIGN REVISED PITCH DECK
The design that FALNI ended up choosing was Nathan’s “Variable Journey” design. 
They liked how the use of the circles allowed for representation and how letters 
could be created from connecting the points together. However, they were not keen 
on the idea of having the arrow pointing upwards and felt that pointing right would 
signify progression or going forwards. This is something we then changed for the 
revised pitch.

The revised pitch would end up being Nathan’s graphic design elements combined 
with my web design which they seemed to prefer. This allowed us to make a 
combined and more creative revised pitch that suited their needs exactly.
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For the final project outcome, I focused on creating the WordPress site along with 
the user manual while Nathan focused on creating the graphic design content and 
branding guidelines. 



Initially with the website, I wanted to create the site using a WordPress backend and 
create the site’s frontend fully from scratch as I could have complete control over 
the project. Since I had worked with creating boutique websites with content 
management systems in the past, I thought this would be an easy task, however it 
turned out to be the opposite. Creating the frontend styling and JavaScript was 
extremely easy as it is something I am extremely used to doing. My main problem 
came with the PHP backend that WordPress uses. Not only am I not familiar with 
the language but creating custom content types turned out to be a lot harder than 
expected. This is something that if I had tried to continue, would have meant that 
the deadline would have never been met in the allotted time. 

PROJECT 
OUTCOME
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Instead, I reluctantly cut my losses and it was agreed that I could use a premade 
theme already available on the internet. Nathan and I went on a call and went 
through various sites to find themes that looked alright and had the features that 
we needed to create the different sections of the website. We ended up choosing a 
theme called “Happy Events” which would need a bunch of customisations to look 
correct but was a good enough start for us at a price that was not going to break 
the bank. I spent the next few weeks filling out the site with the content that Colin 
had provided and customising parts of the theme to match our colour scheme, 
fonts etc. The main issue to begin with was the lack of content, as mentioned before. 
This is something that ultimately stopped FALNI from launching before Christmas 
as the site would be bare and lacking appropriate content and high-quality 
imagery.



Regardless of custom theme or not, the website ended up turning out how Colin 
wanted. In the end, that is all that matters, and I am generally happy with how the 
site looks and functions. It should be able to be a good jumping off point for Colin 
and the FALNI team to continue filling with content and making a great place for 
any users to find out about events or news.



https://falni.org/
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Project management is a vital part of working in a team and there are many 
different forms of development cycles that can be used like Agile, Kanban, Scrum, 
and Waterfall.



Initially we considered using Agile, but it was something that would be overkill for a 
team of two people and only really scales when work needs to be divided by loads of 
people. We instead decided to use Basecamp as it is free to use, is more stripped 
down than the likes of enterprise software like Jira or Azure DevOps, and lets you 
host files for free so we could keep all our material in a place where everyone can 
access. Overall, it worked out well.



Our main methods of communication were as follows:



Basecamp – As mentioned, allowed us to communicate easily with our supervisors, 
allowed free file storage. However, our design’s single source of truth was Figma, as 
described later.



Discord – As basecamp did not provide us with a casual option, Discord allowed us 
to communicate the project, even if we were busy. It is something we have been 
using throughout the degree, so it felt natural to use it. It also allowed us to call 
easily and have meetings. The conversations held on Discord were mostly informal.



Figma – Figma is a great tool that is based entirely in the web browser that allows 
you to create designs similarly to Adobe XD, offers additional functionality, allows 
real-time collaboration and is free to use for small projects. This is also something I 
have been very comfortable using and was something that Nathan was very happy 
to be introduced into as it is very easy to use and “just works”. We kept all of our 
designs here as they were able to stay constantly in sync without having to 
constantly export and upload to Basecamp.



Email – This was the main way we communicated with the community partner.



Microsoft Teams – The way we had team meetings with supervisors and carried out 
our calls with FALNI for the pitches and purchasing of the packages to produce the 
website.

PROJECT 
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The Forum for Adult Learning was a great partner to work with. The communication 
with Colin was exceptional and was very prompt to get back to us when we had 
queries, stopping us from getting blocked and not able to progress further. I feel the 
brief overall was constructed efficiently and effectively. It was received well by 
FALNI and was given appraisal in the feedback. The brief effectively showed off our 
extensive research in each of our chosen areas and communicated it well to the 
client. With the limited knowledge we had on FALNI due to lacklustre amounts of 
existing resources and materials on the topic, it was a very hard brief to put 
together. Even after the brief, we were still quite confused about the true nature and 
specifics of how and what FALNI is. Through constant communication with the 
client, it is something that was well established towards the pitch.

FINAL THOUGHTS

THE PARTNER 
AND THE BRIEF

Being able to create visually appealing designs with a name that is very long proved 
a challenge. Original ideas which I thought would be great like a mortarboard 
turned out to be unsuccessful as Colin and Claire made it very clear that that was 
not what FALNI was about and that it needed to represent everyone and not just 
university students. This would almost seem like it would be easier due to the lack 
of a specific target audience and a more general logo, but it proved to be even more 
difficult as you had to think outside the box to present abstract ideas in a visually 
attractive and simplistic manner.



Once the designs started being created together on Figma, it was clear that Nathan 
was going to take a lead on the product and general graphic designs as it is an area 
I’m not as experienced or comfortable in. I have been creating web designs for 
freelance and for different organisations outside of university so it was agreed early 
on that I would take a lead where that was concerned, and Nathan would take the 
graphic design lead.

DESIGN IDEAS
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I am overall happy with how the pitch went. We utilised Figma for the pitch and it 
offered a beautiful seamless document that we were able to navigate and show off 
our designs in. The call went smoothly and provided excellent discussion with and in 
amongst the clients. Overall, I felt Nathan and myself spoke clearly and got our 
ideas across in a well-formed pitch that represented the effort and hard work that 
went into it. Ultimately with small changes, we got the greenlight and it was great to 
be able to instantly start working on the final product without any hiccups or 
slowdowns.

THE PITCH

I am very happy with the how the final product turned out. The work we have 
created has been very strong especially considering how the project had a 
turn-around in only a few months between two people. Nathan and I both put in 
considerable effort and the end results and comments from Colin and the rest of 
the people from FALNI show a successful conclusion.



Nathan did an excellent job with the designs and the design guidelines that were 
given to FALNI. Even though I am somewhat disappointed that I did not get to end 
up doing my custom WordPress website like I hoped to, the final product still turned 
out attractive and fit the needs of FALNI.



From start to finish, we worked very well as a team and synergised off each other 
with our different individual skillsets. I never needed to chase up work or carry the 
group in any way. The teamwork was excellent, and communication was very clear 
and easy.

FINAL PRODUCTION

- Colin Neilands

I’ve enjoyed the whole experience and it’s been 
very easy working with you (Nathan) and Matt. You both 
clearly know your stuff and you’ve been patient 
with someone like me with limited tech knowledge. I 
hope you both get excellent grades.
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